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the Lady Vavir feigns love for a sun-dial, while the
Lady Hilda expends much sentiment upon a streamlet. In
" Cracked Heads" the Lady Vapid bestows her affections
upon a clock, and the Lady Tilda hers upon a pump.
Says the latter to the former:—
Why do you love the clock, good sister ? tell.
Vapid The earth goes round j the moon, with silvery smile;
The p'hce cerulean who the cooks beguile;
The turncock, too, precursor of the spring ;
The German band, and all that soit of thing.
Most things go round, in fact; and who shall mock ?
The clock goes round : that's why I love the clock.
In this genial little piece, presented at the Strand
in 1876, Mr. Edward Terry was the monster, here called
Monsta; Miss Lottie Venne and Miss Angelina Claude
were the ladies Tilda and Vapid, and Mr. Harry Cox was
the Prince Florian, here called Dorian. It will be remem-
bered, by the way, that it has been the fate of one of
Mr. Gilbert's comic operas to be parodied—surely a case of
gilding refined gold ! The opera was " Ruddigore," which
was chaffed, more or less effectively, in the little piece
^occasion called "Ruddy George, 01 Robin Redbreast/'
brought out at Toole's Theatre in 1887.
The melodrama of the last half-century has received due
attention at the hands of the stage satirists. Buckstone's
" Green Bushes," for example, had its comic counterpart
in H. J. Byron's "Grin Bushes," performed at the Strand
in 1864. It was Byron, too, who burlesqued Boucicault's
" Colleen Bawn," under the title of "Little Eily O'Connor "
(Drury Lane, 1861). The story of Rip Van Winkle, made
so popular in England by Mr. Jefferson, has been handled
m the spirit of travestie both by Mr. Reece (at the Folly in

